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ASYMPTOTICS OF THE NEGATIVE DISCRETE SPECTRUM
OF A CLASS OF SCHRODINGER OPERATORS
WITH LARGE COUPLING CONSTANT
ARILAPTEV
(Communicated by Barbara L. Keyfitz)
Abstract. We obtain the asymptotics of the negative discrete spectrum of
the Schrodinger operator with a large coupling constant and potentials V 0
Lmii{Rm), m > 3 . The result is very sensitive to small perturbations of the
potential and depends on the negative spectrum of some auxiliary differential
problems on Sm~1 .

1
Let us denote by N(p, V) the number of negative eigenvalues (including
their multiplicities) for the Schrodinger operator

(1)

Htt = -A-pV,

x£Rm,

m>3,

p>0.

If the potential V £ Lm/2(Rm), then the asymptotic behaviour of N(p, V),
p —»oo, is well known and is given by the formula

lim p-ml2N(p,

V) = vm(2n)-m f F,m/2dx,

/*—oo

J

where V+ is the positive part of the function V and vm is the volume of the
unit ball in Rm .
Very little is known, however, about potentials V £ Lm/2(Rm), which allows
one to obtain an asymptotic formula for the negative spectrum of the operator
(1); in fact, there is essentially only one example given in [1], namely,

(2)

F0~ |jcr2hra|jc|,

\x\ ->oo, 2/a>m.

In this case the following asymptotic formula is valid:
r*

v

-i/.Ar/

em

!

(3) hm p »°N(p, V0)= 1j='

r0/«-l/2)

r{l/a)'

WAO

.. (»»- 2)2\1/2_1/q

£ (Aj + —^Lj

where A°: denotes the eigenvalues (including their multiplicities) of the spherical part of the operator -A. It is interesting to notice that although a appears
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in (2) as a power of ln|x| (which seemed to not be a very important term), it
regulates the main term of the asymptotic formula (3).
Let us now consider the potential

(4)

V,(x) = q>(x)(lnl/<p)-a,

2/a>m,

where

, > f \x\~2}¥(e),
10,

\x\>i,
\x\ < 1,

and
*¥ £ Lm'2(Sm-1),

¥>0.

From Proposition 3 of [1] (formula (15)) follows the very useful estimate

(6)

supp-l'aN(p,

V9) < C(a, m)\\V\\"l*ly

The asymptotic formula (3) can be obtained by separating variables for a
model problem with a potential equal to |x|-2 In-" \x\, when \x\ > 1. Then
applying the estimate (6) we can "kill" small perturbations converging to zero
at infinity faster than the model.
The asymptotic behaviour of the negative spectrum of the Schrodinger operator with a large coupling constant and with potentials of the type (4) and (5)
turns out to be important in applications. This problem was posed in [ 1] as an
unsolved problem. The asymptotic formulas given in Theorems 1 and 2 of this
paper answer this question.

2
In this section, we study the asymptotics of the negative spectrum of the operator (1) with potential V9 introduced by formulas (4) and (5), where function
x¥£L0O(Sm~1)

and VF>0.

We need the following notation. Let Ae be the Laplace-Beltrami operator
on the unit sphere Sm~l . We shall consider the eigenfunctions Wj(d, v) and
the corresponding eigenvalues A/(i/) of the differential operator on Sm~l:

(7)

[-Ae - v*¥(d)\w,(e, v) = A,(v)w,(0, v).

It is well known that the spectrum of the problem (7) is discrete and A/(i^) —>
+00 when / -» oo ; however, if the value of the parameter v is large, then there
are a great number of negative eigenvalues.

Let (0- = -t if t < 0 and (r)_ = 0 if / > 0.
Lemma 1. IfxV£ L^C"1'1),

¥ > 0, a < 2/m, then for any constant a>0
/•oo

V

/

I Jo

(A/(ra) + a)1!2 dt < oo.

Proof. From variational principles we obtain that

A,(i/)> A?-!/¥»„,
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where Tmax = max0e5m-i ¥(6) and A° are eigenvalues of the Laplace-Beltrami
operator on Sm~l. This implies
y»oo

£

/

, jo

/»oo

(A,(ra) + a)xi2dt<Y,

, Jo

(A?+ a - r^)!'2

(9)

d*

,,
i

Jo

Since A° ~ C(m)/2^m_1) and q < 2//n, m > 3, we obtain that the value
of the right-hand side in (3) is finite. The lemma is proved.
We formulate the first main theorem.

Theorem 1. Let V(x) = ¥(jc/|jc|) > 0 and *¥ £ L^S™-1). F/?en the number of negative eigenvalues N(p, V9) for the Schrodinger operator (1) with the
potential V9 defined by formulas (4), (5) satisfies the asymptotic formula

+ 0(/ii/«-'5/(i+^))

vw'f/i0 < 8 < I/a - m/2.
Proof. Let us first simplify the problem.
quadratic forms

(11)

We introduce the quotient of the

Q[u]= fv9\u\2dx/ f\Vu\2dx.

The quotient (11) is defined first for u £ C£°(Rm) and then the closure is taken
in the metric given by the quadratic form in the denominator. Since m > 3,
this closure coincides with the so-called "homogeneous" Sobolev class

X1 = lu £ Hxl0C(Rm):
f(\Vu\2 + |x|-2|M|2)dx < ooj .
The quadratic form / V\u\2dx in the Hilbert space <%*l(Rm)defines the selfadjoint compact operator. We denote the distribution function of its positive
discrete spectrum by N(s, Q) and obtain the relation

(12)

N(p,V9) = N(l/p,Q).

Standard arguments involving variational principles allow us to reduce the problem to the study of the asymptotic behaviour of the distribution function of the
spectrum for the quotient

^r

(13)
where u£^x(Rm)

(14)

,

JM>x\x\-2V(x/\x\)(ln\x\)-°\u\2dx

<2iM= —-?-TvuVdx-'
J|x|>l lVMl

"X

and

"lw=i=0.
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If we now introduce the spherical system of coordinates x = (r, 6) and put
r = e', u = e-^-Wv
, then

mm

uiw\

/5m_Jooo(|^|2 + |v^|2 + ((m_2)/2)2|u|2)^^

and condition (13) becomes the condition

(15)

w|,=o.

Now to obtain the theorem we apply the well-known "Dirichlet-Neumann bracketing" (see, e.g., [3]), using it with respect to the variable t £ (0, oo).
Let e > 0. We introduce the quotient

(16)

Ssm-,£+x)ev(e)t-°\v\2dtde

fs"-> //!e+1)£(N2+ lvH2 + ((m - 2)/2)2\v\2)dtdd'
Denote the quotient (16) by Qke[v], k = 0, I, ... , and Qks[v], k = 1,2.
if it is defined on the functions v £ H^S"1-1 x (ke, (k + l)e)) with Dirichlet
and Neumann boundary conditions respectively. If k = 0, then by Qqc[v]
we mean the quotient (16) defined on the functions with Neumann boundary
condition on the "top" part of the boundary Sm~l x {e} and Dirichlet boundary
condition on the "bottom" Sm~l x {0} .
By analogy we also introduce the quotient

Xy-. £+U£(N2 + lv^l2 + ((»«- 2)/2)2\v\2)dtd6
and correspondingly its values Rke[v] and Rke[v] for k = 1,2, ... .
Now the "Dirichlet-Neumann bracketing" gives us the estimates
oo

(17)

oo

N(s, Q2)< £ JV(s,QD < N(s, Q&)+ J2N(S> (keraRke)>
k=0
oo

(is)

k=l
oo

N(S, q2) >J2N(S> Qke)>£#(*,
4=0

«k + m-aK)-

k=0

Let n%e(v) (k = 0, 1, ...) and n%E(v) (k = 1, 2, ...) be the distribution
functions of the negative spectrum of the operators Ake(v) and A^E(u) defined

by the quadratic form

(19)

jm | J(k+ * M^l2+ |Vev|2+ (^2^)

M2- vV\vA dtdd

with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions respectively. We obtain the
relations
(20)

(21)

N(s, (ke)-aR»e) = n»E(s-l(ke)-a),

N(s, ((k + l)e)-aR°E) = ng(s~l((k

+ l)e)~a).

The eigenfunctions of the operators A^E(v) and AkE(v) are equal to

cos—--Wi(6,v),

n = 0, 1,2, ... , 1-1,2,...,
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sin—---W[(d,v),

,n

,

„

,

n=l,2,...,

,

485

_

1 = 1,2,...,

where Wi(9, v) were introduced by formula (7). The corresponding eigenvalues
are equal to

(22)

(?)V+A,w+(^)\

where At(v) are eigenvalues of the differential operator Tv = -As - v*¥ on
Sm-i
(a) Let us first study the inequality (17). To estimate the term N(s, Q$E) in
(17) we need the following statement (see [4]).

Lemma 2. Let (IcR™ be an open domain, b £ Lm/2(Q), b > 0, m > 3.
The quadratic form J^blv^dx
in Hilbert space H*(£l) defines the selfadjoint
positive compact operator, and for the distribution function N(s) of its discrete
spectrum the following inequality holds:
N(s)<Cs~m'2

[ \b\ml2dx,

Ja

where the constant C is independent of £1 and b.
Lemma 2 implies the inequality

N(s,Q&)<N(s,QJ>(2e))
(23)

r2e f
< Cs-m'2 \
\
[x¥(6)ra]m/2 d0 dt < c's-^e1-""*/2,
Jo Jsm-]

where the constant C is independent of 5 and e.
Since the eigenvalues of the operator Akt(v) are equal to (22), we obtain
oo

oo

Y,N(s, (ke)-°R»e) = Y,<e(s-l(keya)
k=l

k=l

= E £ l:{(f)V +A/(,-'(M-a)
+(V)2<0i
(24)

<±£;(a,<,-»(^)+(^))*

(24')

+ f; 1:L,(s-l(ke)-°) + (^)2

< o|.

Now let us notice that the terms of the sum on the right-hand side of the last
inequality are not equal to zero only if
A/(5-'(A:e)-a)+(^)

<0.

This gives the estimate

A? -s-l(keyaVm!iX+ (^4^)

< 0,
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which leads to
(25)

k<s-V°e-^x

A;+(^)2

and for A.= 1,

(26)

s < e-Q»Fmax
A; + fe~^)

From (25) we obtain the following estimate for (24')

£) 1:(a,(S-'(^)-"")+(^)2<o}
KCs-^e-1^

(A°+(^2~^)

<C'e-ls-l<a.

It is clear that for the term (24) we obtain
oo

(28)

/

/

->\2\1/2

*'/_1 ^

' -

4jr(A'(s"'r°)+(^)2)',2"+i?M"(s'£K
where

(29)

Mkl(s,e)=

sup

|A|(j~V)

- A,(s-lqa)\1/2'

tt,t2€[ke,(k+l)e)

It is obvious that
Mkl(s,e)<\\Ts_ltr-Ts_lt-41!2
< C(s-1e-ak-a)l'2k-1

= ce-al2k-al2-ls-lla+ssxla-d-ll2.

Let 0 < 8 < I/a - m/2. The estimate (26) implies
oo

oo

<C'eaV_1/a,

where C is independent of 5 and e. Applying (23), (27), (28), and (30) to
(17) we obtain
(31)
^,G2)<i|^(A,(j-.,-)+(^)2)'/2„

+ C(s-m/2el-ma/2

+ s-l/ae~l
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with some constant independent of 5 and e . Let us take e = es~y, 0 < y < 1.

Then

N(s, Q2)<s-^-Y.[

Ui'-lra)+

+ t7(5_m/2_''(1_ma/2)

(^)2)

+ g-^h+y

dt

+ $S-l/a-aSy\

when j—>0. The equation -l/a + y = 8- 1/a-aSy implies y = 8/(1 +a8).
Now since
m
8 t. m \
1
8
...lm

-2-TT^(1-Ta)>-a

+ TT^

for0<<5<--y;

we finally obtain

N(s, Q2) <^1/Q^E/°°

(A,(ra)+(^^\2\

dt + 0(s-l'a+W+aV).

(b) The lower bound holds by an analogous construction.

It follows from

(18) and (21) that
oo

oo

N(s, Q2) > £>(*,

((k+l)e)-aR°e)

k=0

= $>&(*-'((*+

m~a)

k=0

>EEl:0

+A^-l((^i)^) + (V)

fc=0/,n=0
oo

oo

l

V

/

/

<0
'

J

T\ 2\ '^2

>jEE(Ai('"l«*+l)«)-)+(2Ta)J
- f) l: JA|(5-l((*+ l)e)-a)+ (^)2

< o| •

By analogy with (28)
„ oo

oo /

I

°°

/

foo/

71 /=i -70

oX2\'/2

/m

\

9\2\

V

l/2

7 / -

oo

oo

*=0 /=1

Inequalities (27) and (30) with e = es~y, y = S/(l+ aS), yield

N(s,Q2)>s-l/a^r

Ui(ra)+ (^4^)2)

^c^-'/"^1^).

The theorem is proved.

3
Theorem 1 together with the inequality (6) allow us to consider a "closure" of
the class of potentials (4) and (5) with *F £ L<x(Sm-1) in the class Lm/2(5'm_1)

(see [2]).
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Theorem 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 the following asymptotic formula
holds for ¥ £ Lm/2(Sm-1):

limop-xlaN(p,V9) = K-xYJj^

A'(ra)+(^4^)

dL

4
Let us consider a differential operator

(28)

Hf=-div(Bgradf)-pV0f,

x £ Rm, m < 3, p > 0,

where B is a constant positive definite matrix and V0 is defined in (2).
Let U be a unitary operator in L2(Rm) defined by the formula

f(x) = (Ug)(x) = B-l/4g(B-V2x).

Then
(U*HUg)(x)

= -Ag(x) - pV0(Bl/2x)g(x).

The eigenvalues of the operators H and U*HU coincide.
By analogy with the formula (7) we introduce the following differential operator on Sm~i :
-Ae - v(Bx, x)/|x|2.
Let A\(v, B) be the eigenvalues for this operator. Theorem 1 implies

Theorem 3. The asymptotics of the number of the negative eigenvalues N(p, H)
of the operator (28) is given by

N(p, H) = pl'an-1 ^

f° (A,(ra, B) + (^4"^)

)

dt+0(pl'a-s«1+aV)

with 0<8 < l/a-m/2.
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